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Edison: a Responsible business operator, leader in
the energy transition
➢ Revenues: 11.7 billions euros
➢ Installed electric capacity: 6.43 GW of which 2 GW renewables
➢ Second gas importer in Italy (22% gas import)
➢ 1.7 million customers (B2B and B2C market)
➢ Among leaders on energy and environmental services

‘Bertini’ Bertini hydroelectric plant , built in 1898

➢ Sustainable mobility: electric mobility services and small-scale
LNG integrated logistic chain in Italy (heavy-duty and maritime
transport)

➢ ∼ 4,900 employees
➢ UN Global Compact Italia Founder; committed to UN SDGs

Edison invested over 2 billions euros (> 90% of which in Italy)
during the period 2019-2021, to foster national energy transition

The energy trilemma
In order to build a strong basis for
prosperity
and
competitiveness,
individual countries (and reference
areas) must balance the three core
dimensions of what the World Energy
Council has defined as the energy
trilemma:

1. Affordability and access,
2. Energy security
3. Environmental sustainability

Energy is not only electricity .
The world is still dependent from fossil fuels
Global primary energy
consumption by source

Global Electricity production
by source

TWh

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy (2021)

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy (2021)

Climate issue is mainly an energy issue
Energy (electricity, heat and transport):
73.2%
➢ Energy use in industry: 24.2%

➢ Transport: 16.2%
➢ Energy use in buildings: 17.5%
➢ Unallocated fuel combustion:7.8%
➢ Fugitive emissions
production: 5.8%

from

energy

➢ Energy use in agriculture and fishing
(1.7%)

The public debate around climate change is no longer
about science
IPCC Reports conclusions

Working Group I
“Human-induced climate change
is already affecting many
weather and climate extremes in
every region across the globe”

Working Group II
“Deep cuts in GHG emissions

are needed to avoid mounting
loss of human life, biodiversity
and infrastructure”

The world is starting to bend the emissions curve
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➢ New policies, technology cost reductions, and the pandemic have pulled the projected emissions curve down.
➢ Updated NDCs & long-term net zero pledges decouple emissions and economic growth this decade.

Source: IEA(2021)

Decarbonization Levers

Energy efficiency

R&D, Innovation and
digitalization (CCSU,
DAC, etc.)

Electrification

Green Gases
(Hard to abate
industries)

Renewables and storage

Carbon sinks and
natural capital
preservation

Net zero ambition needs new reliable and
affordable technologies

Source: IEA Net Zero by 2050

Net Zero target needs an innovaton boost from clean
energy innovation

“There's No Such Thing as a Free Lunch” –
Net zero costs and opportunities
Capital spending on physical assets net-zero transition between 2021 and 2050
would amount to ∼$275 trillion, or $9.2 trillion per year on average, an annual
increase of as much as $3.5 trillion from today.
Costs: Sectors including steel, cement, and power would see cost increases in
this scenario, while cost of ownership of EVs would fall
Consumers would face up-front capital costs and may need to spend more in the
near term on electricity if cost increases are passed through (Just transition and
energy poverty issues)
Jobs: The net-zero transition could lead to a reallocation of labor, with about 200
million direct and indirect jobs gained and 185 million lost by 2050
Incremental capital spending on physical assets creates growth opportunities, in
connection with new low-emissions products, support services, and their
supply chains.

McKinsey. – The Net
Zero Transition (2022)

The balance between market and regulation for
the leadership on clean energy transition
Finance

Regulation

Market

➢ Stimulus to
private R&D
➢ Economic
efficiency

➢ Preference
for Short term solution

➢ Commitment on
climate goals
➢ Long term
ambition
➢ Bureaucracy
➢ Industrial crisis
➢ Homogeneous
pledges at
international
level

Edison climate action
-80%

carbon
dioxide
emissions reduction on
thermo plants in 15 years
Disposal of the oil & gas
Exploration & Production
activities in 2020

Edison Renewables: new
target by 2030: x4 current
installed capacity to 5 GW

Edison 2030 Vision

"Energy transition leader and
responsible energy operator"

Edison climate change strategy
Edison Renewables

Renewables and flexibility
solutions

Edison Next/Fenice

Customer support towards
decarbonization
(energy
efficiency, hydrogen, etc.)

Edison Energia

Low carbon retail solutions
(solar, electric vehicles, etc.)
Energy communities

Value creation for the local area and communities
Edison and Veneto Region

Marghera Levante

317

2.2 Mio h

115

Million Euros
Budget

worked hours
suppliers on
site

Supply and
works
contractors

Hydrogen activities

Edison has strong ties to the Veneto region and is actively involved
in the region's economic and social life.

Edison has entered in
Hydrogen Park, and signed
a joint study with Eni and
Ansaldo to launch a
feasibility study to produce
green hydrogen in Marghera
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